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ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

GRAPHING THE PROVERBS Leonard Gordon

001-111; 002-172; 003-178; 004-173; 005-309; 006-123; 007-325; 008-220;
009-125; 010-204; 011-104; 012-202; 013-168; 014-110; 015-106; 016-170;
017-321; 017-102; 018-321; 019-117; 020-320; 021-138; 022-323; 023-171;
024-316; 025-180; 026-174; 027-107; 028-308; 029-105; 030-201; 031-320;
032-305; 033-202; 034-225; 035-224; 036-315; 036-103; 037-159; 038-310;
039-350; 040-204; 041-203; 042-115; 043-127; 044-201; 045-116; 046-113;
047-112; 048-315; 049-323; 050-108; 051-306; 052-310; 053-155; 054-157;
055-306; 056-101; 057-220; 058-109; 059-156; 060-305; 061-203

NOUN-SENSE Stephen Sniderman

2nd paragraph: jubilant, jubilation
3rd paragraph: temperate, temperance
4th paragraph: safety, naivete, fakery, bravery, mockery, jealousy


KICKSHAWS Dave Morice

Comparative Superlative OLD, OLDER, OLDEST or ELDER, ELDEST

Pseudonym Quiz ED LEAR and TED GEISEL were not used

Numerical Puzzle In each case, the sums on either side of the equal sign are equal to each other, and the number of letters on either side are the same, too.
Kangaroo Sports Challenge  PACKERS, BULLets, NuggETS. It's interest-
ing that two of the three kangaroos and all three joeys are names of
NBA teams. REDskins does not count because RED is solid; PirATeS
or PANTherS with PATS in it do not count because PATS is a clipping
of PATRIOTS.

The Yearly Question  First way: June 5, June 20, July 5, July 24, July
27. Second way: June 5th, July 5th. For all three ways, June 5(th)
and July 5(th) are in the same order.

LETTER-PERFECT WORD GAMES  Richard Lederer

1. rendezvous  2. parishioner  3. scion  4. stanchion  5. fuchsia
11. sovereignty  12. colloquial or colloquia  13. corps

WHAT'S THAT YOU SAY?  Leonard R. N. Ashley

1. valence  2. grain  3. many  4. tire-lire  5. lord  6. goat  7. scrape
14. readily  15. kilderkin  16. baccalaureate  17. Davy Jones' Locker
18. "Right as ninepence" is from "right as ninepins", set up very
correctly (like bowling pins)  19. freed-stool  20. wool (sailors' old
dialect for "wind" rope around something)